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1. 
The invention relates to improvements in type 

Writer type bar actions and, more particularly, to 
key driven and spring returned actions for ac 
tuating individually the type bars of a System of 
pivoted front strike type bars in which the bars 
normally are cumbent and arrayed in an arc 
which curves upward from the middle to the 
Sides of the system. - 
The keys of the System of individual operat 

ing actions for such a system of type bars are 
commonly arranged in stepped and straight 
banks or roWs, usually four banks, which extend 
transversely of the typewriter at the front there 
of. Such type bar and key systems present, ex 
tremely difficult problems, with respect to attain 
ment of Such desirable ends as Smooth and like 
rapid acceleration of the printing strokes of all 
of the type bars. With sharp printing impact and 
quick type bar return, uniform operating dip or 
depression of all keys, uniform and light or easy 
starting touch for all keys, a like progressively 
increasing key resistance to finger depression 
by all keys, and a like final cushioning absorp 
tion of the momenturn of a typist's finger by each 
actuated key at the end of the printing stroke of 
its associated type bar. 
The invention provides an improved system of 

type bar actions and in proved individual type 
bar actions for the attainment of the foregoing 
primary ends and other ends hereinafter pointed 
out. 
The improved type bar action system also is 

characterized by provision for uniform operation 
of all of the type bar actions on a straight uni 
versal bar, by an improved arrangement of two 
sets of type bar action returning Springs, by in 
proved means whereby the typist may vary the 
key touch at will, by its compact and inexpensive 
construction, and by its adaptability for use in a 
typewriter in which the type bars are pivoted in 
a case shiftable segment and in a typewriter 
in which the Segiment is disposed in a rearwardly 
inclined plane for increased visibility of the Writ 
ing line and to reduce the overall height of the 
machine. 
In the accompanying drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a fragmentary vertical Sectional view 

of an otherwise known typewriter equipped with 
a System of type bar actions, embodying the in 
vention in its preferred form, the view being 
taken medially of the Systern of actions: on the 
line: - of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary top plan view of the 
typewriter with: certain parts omitted, and others 
broken away, for clarity of illustrations of fea 
tures of the invention; 
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EigS. 3 and 4 are diagrammatic views illustrat 

ing the operation respectively of one of the type 
bar actions at the middle of the system and one 
of the actions adjacent a side of the system, both 
of Which actions have second bank operating 
keys; 

Fig. 5 is a diagrammatic view on an enlarged 
Scale four times that of Figs. 1 to 4 and illus 
trating the system of returning springs for the 
key levers supporting the four different banks 
of keys; 

Fig. 6 is a diagrammatic view on the same scale 
as Fig. 5 showing how the actions are varied in 
accordance with the key bank in which their keys 
are located; 

Fig. 7 is a diagrammatic view on a scale three 
times that of Figs. 1 to 4 showing how the actions 
are varied in accordance. With their locations 
between the middle and sides of the system; and 

Fig. 8 is a detail sectional view on the line 
8-3 of Fig. 1 showing features of the means var 
iably settable by a typist, to uniformly and simul 
taneously vary the touch of all of the keys, 
The improvements are shown embodied in a 

known kind of typewriter having a type bar seg 
ment. Which is disposed in a rearwardly inclined 
plane, which normally is positioned for lower 
case typing, and which is case shiftable down 
Wardly for upper case typing. It will be obvious 
to those skilled in the art that the invention may 
be embodied in a platen shift typewriter and in a 
typewriter having a type bar segment which is 
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disposed in a vertical plane. So much of the 
known typewriter shown, as is necessary to a 
clear understanding of the invention now will be 
described. 
The typewriter has a platen roller () supported 

by a platen carriage (not shown) to travel end 
wise transversely of the typewriter above the 
rear portion of a. stationary main frame of the 
typeWriter. The main frairie comprises vertically 
disposed left and right hand side plates and 
f2 and a rearwardly inclined cross plate i3 con 
nected to said side plates with the upper edge 
Of the CrOSS plate underlying the platen roller. 
A type bar segment 4, having the usual arcuate 
fulcrum rod 5 about which the type bars 6 
Swing, and also having the usual radial guiding 
and Spacing slots for the type bars, is fixedly 
held in known manner to a rearwardly inclined 
and case-shiftable carrier plate or segment sup 
port 8. located at the front face of the cross 
plate. The carrier plate, the segment and the 
type bar fulcrum rod all lie in rearwardly in 
clined planes parallel to that of the cross plate 
3, said planes in the machine shown being in 
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clined rearwardly at an angle of twelve and one 
half degrees to the Wertical. 
The carrier plate is supported, by means not 

shown, for downward shifting from its normal 
position shown in Fig. 1 to a lower position in the 
Same plane to condition the machine for upper 
case typing. The normal position of the car 
rier plate is determined by the engagenient of 
a stop 8 with a stop lug 23 which projectS rear 
Ward from cross plate 3. Stop 9 is carried by 
a lug 2; which projects rearward from the car 
rier plate through a clearance aperture 22 in the 
cross plate. idownward shifting of the carrier 
plate is arrested by the engagement of a stop 23 
with the stop lug 2 on the carrier plate, the stop 
23 being offset laterally relatively to stop 3 and 
carried by a lug 24 which projects rearwardly 
from the cross plate. 
The type bars 8 normally are supported in 

cumbent slightly upwardly and forwardly inciined : 
positions in an arcuate array which is determined, 
as usual, by the arcuate fulcrum rod, by the radi 
ally slotted Segment and by an arcuate rest 25 
for the type carrying arrns of the type bars. Said 
rest, as is usual in typewriters of the kind shown, 
is held to the segment carrier plate oy a pair of 
Side arms to shift with the carrier piate, one of 
Said side arms being shown at 25 in Fig. 1. In 
the typewriter shown, the rest 25 Supports each 
of the type bars for a throw of 93 degrees from 
rest to printing position. The main type carrying 
arms of the type bars each carry a lower case 
type and an upper case type, and each type bar is 
extended rearward, as usual, beyond its fuicium 
to form a type bar heel or Short operating arm 
- Sc. for connection. With an associated key-oper 
ated action which exerts a forward pull on the 
Operating arri Éd to SWing the type bar to print 
iing position. The operating arms a are all of 
identical length and each iEnakes the same angle 
With the type carrying arm of the type bar of 
which it is a part. The segment supports the 
bai'S, aS is usual in the kind of typewritei' shown, 
to print at a common printing point on a hori 
ZOntal printing line which extends longitudinally 
of the platen roller Somewhat above the level of 
the axial line of the platen roiler. The two mid 
dile type bars of the Systern are located equidistant 
from the lowest point in the arc of the fulcrum 
rod is and from the medial vertical longitudinal 
plane of the nachine containing the section line 
A-E in Fig. 2. 
Certain features of the iCaproved systern of type 

bar actions which are known in the art first will 
be described. 
The heel of each type bar is connected by a 

pivot 2. With the rear end of a different One of a 
System of pull links 28, and the forward end of 
each link 23 is connected by a pivot 29 to the up 
per end of a different one of a System of Sub-levers 
33 of the third class. The sub-levers 3 are full 
cruined at their lower ends on a common Straight, 
and horizontal fulcrum rod 3. Fulcrum rod 3 
is held in a rear portion of a sub-lever fulcrum 
bar 32 which extends across the lower portion of 
the main frame below the system of type bars and 
is held to the main frame side plates and 2 
by Screws 33, said rear portion of the bar being 
provided with vertical Spacing slots 34 for the 
sub-level's 30. The two niddie ones of the Sub 
levers 36 of the System are iocated equidistant 
from the medial vertical longitudinal plane of the 
machine containing the section line - in Fig. 
2, these two sub-levers being of equal length and 
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4. 
having their link pivot connections 29 equidistant 
from fulcrum rod 3. 
The sub-levers 33 are graded progreSSively up 

Ward in length from the two inniddle Sub-levers to 
the two side sub-levers of the Systein and the 
uppel' politions of the Sub-levels are bent later 
aily to conform with the arc of the type bar heels, 
so that all of the pivots 29 lie in an arc Which is 
concentric with the arc of the type bar fulcrum 
rod and with the arc in which the pivots 2 lie. 
These arcs lie in parallel planes with the tWO 
pivots 27, 23 of each link in substantially the 
same ve:ticai piane fore and aft of the inachine. 
The rear pivot, 27 of each link is arranged to shift 
to points equal distances below and above a line 
Inormal to said parallel plaines in Case shifting 
the segment respectively from and back to normal 
position. The links 28 Swing about their front 
pivots2S during case changing, and the distance 
between pivots 2i and 23 is identical for all of 
these links. 

First, second, third and fourth bank key levers 
33a, 35b, 35c and 35d, respectively, of the System 
of key level's support, the first, Second, third and 
fourth bank type keys 38d, 36t, 36c and 36d, re 
spectively, of the usual standard four bank key 
board. The key levers decrease in length from 
the first bank to the fourth bank, as usual, and 
all are fulcruined at their rear ends On a Conannon. 
ficturn rod 3A which is straight and extends hori 
zontally across the nacinine. Rod 37 is carried 
by the upper portion of a key lever fulcruim bar 3 
which extends actioSS the machine, Which is held 
to the main frame Side plates by ScreWS 39, and 
which is provided with vertical Spacing slots $3 
for the rear ends of the key leverS. Adjacent the 
rear of the keyboard the key levers are Spaced by 
a key lever guide comb which extends hori 
Zontaily across the Khachine, which is held to the 
main fraine Side plates by SC'eWS 42, and which 
supports a Straight horizontal Cushioning stop 43, 
which stop extends transversely aci'OSS the Kina 
chine aid normally is abutted by the upper edges 
of the key leverS to determine their 'eturned or 
rest positions. 
The improved features of the individual type 

bar actions and of the System of Said actions now 
Will be described With reference to the preferred 
embodiment of the invention illustrated in the 
dra WingS. 
To provide a more compact type bai' action Sys 

ten located. Wholly for Ward of the interinediate 
across plate 3 of the main frame, the key lever 
fulcrum bar 38 preferably is located closely in 
front of the lower part of Said CroSS plate and ex 
tends across the lower portion of the main frame 
below the System of type bar action links 28 and 
behind the Sub-lever fulcruna bar 32. While the 
key lever fulcrum bar may be located adjacent 
the rear end of the nain fraine to there extend 
across the lower portion of the fraine, as is more 
coinnon in the airt, the location shown is pre 
ferred notWithstanding the fact that it results in 
Substantial Shortening of the key levers, one ad 
vantage of the improved Systein being that it 
makes possible the Successful use of short, key 
levers while retaining a short uniform key dip and 
avoiding undue tilting of the keys on their print 
ing strokes, aS more fully hereinafter explained. 
The Sub-lever fulcrun bar 32 has a forward 

portion. Which carries a Straight fulcrum rod 44 
that extends horizontally across the machine 
forward of and parallel to the fulcrum rod 3 and 
paSSes under the forward portions of the several 
type bars. Rod 44 is a common fulcrum for a, 
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second system of sub-levers which are levers of 
the first class and are engaged in Spacing slots 
45 formed in said forward portion of the Sub 
lever fulcrum bar. Each of these sub-levers is 
a bellcrank and, in the normal rest positions of 
the type bar actions, one arm of each bellcrank 
extends rearward and upward from the bellcrank 
fulcrum rod and the other arm extends for Ward 
and downward from said fulcrum rod. These 
bellcranks are located behind the keyboard in a 
Zone forward of the system of Sub-levers 30 and 
are spaced along their fulcrumrod in accordance 
with the spacing of the sub-levers 33 along their 
fulcrum rod. 
Each bellcrank has its normally rearwardly 

and upwardly extending arm 46 connected to a 
different one of the Sub-level's 30 by a different 
One of a System of normally rear Wardly and up 
wardly extending pull links 47. These links all 
are of identical lengths and each link has a piv 
otal connection 48 with a different one of Said 
bellcrank arms 46 and a pivotal connection 48 
with a different one of said sub-levers 3, these 
pivotal connections being arranged as more fully 
hereinafter explained. For reasons hereinafter 
explained, the arms 46 of all of the bellcranks 
preferably are of identical size and shape and 
normally are in axial register across the ma 
chine. 

Each key lever of the system of key levers is a 
lever of the second class, each key lever being 
connected intermediate its key and fulcrun. With 
the normally forwardly and downwardly extend 
ing arm of a different One of the System of bell 
cranks by a different one of a system of pull links 
5. The pull links 50 all are of identical length, 
and each link has a pivotal connection 5 with 
a different one of the key levers and a pivotal 
connection 52 with a different one of Said for 
wardly and downwardly extending bellcrank. 
arms. Each link 58 normally extends forwardly 
and upwardly from its pivotal connection 5 to 
its pivotal connection 52. 

Preferably, and as shown, to save metal and 
still permit an arrangement of the sets of pivotal 
connections 5 and 52 hereinafter described, all 
of those bellcranks which are linked to the first 
bank key levers 35a, have arms 46a of identical 
length and of identical normal forward and 
downward inclination, all of those bellcranks 
Which are linked to the Second bank key levers 
35t) have arms. 46b of identical length and of 
identical normal forward and downward inclina 
tion, all of those bellcranks which are linked to 
the third bank key levers 35c have arms 46c of 
identical length and of identical normal forward 
and downward inclination, and all of those bell 
cranks which are linked to the fourth bank key 
levers 35d have arms 46d of identical length and 
of identical normal forward and downward in 
clination, but the lengths of the arms 46a, 46b, 
46c and 46d, and also their normal downward in 
clinations, are increased slightly in the order of 
recitation of said arms, arms 46a being the short 
est and having the least normal downward in 
clination and arms 46d being the longest and 
having the greatest normal downward inclina 
tion. However, it will be obvious from the foll 
lowing description that all of the bellcranks of 
the type bar action System may have those arms 
thereof which are linked to the key levers by the 
System of links 59, also formed of identical size 
and Shape and located in axial register acroSS 
the system in the normal positions of the type 
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that of the bellcrankfulcrum rod 44. 

6. 
bar actions provided only that said size and shape 
be such as to permit of the hereinafter described 
arrangement of said arms and links and the link 
pivots. 
In typewriters having a system of . graduated 

Sub-levers of the third class connected by a SyS 
tem of links to an arcuate system of type bars 
to impart printing strokes of identical amplitude 
to the type bars, the angles of throw of the Sub 
levers must: decrease as the lengths of the Sub 
levers increase, and all of the pivots connecting 
said links to the sub-levers must Swing through 
arcs of identical chordal length. Since Said link 
pivots all normally lie in a plane parallel to that 
containing the arcuate fulcrum rod for the type 
bars; they must swing to positions in a Second 
and parallel, plane to complete the printing 
strokes of the type bars. In the machine: shown, 
link pivots 29 throw from the plane, P - to-the 
plane P2, as indicated in Fig. 7, these planes be 
iing parallel to that containing the type-bar full 
Crunn rod and being inclined rear Ward at . an 
angle of 12A. degrees to the vertical. 
An important feature of the invention resides 

in the arrangernent of the bellcranks 6-4 Sq, 
the links 4 and the link pivots 48 and 49 in ac 
cordance with a principle by which there is 
provided a System of Congruent toggles by which 
the Sub-levers 30 and pivotS 29 are: So driven 
that all of the pivots 29 will travel from plane 
Ps to plane P2 in time intervals of identical 
duration and at identical accelerating rates of 
speed in response to identical angular throws of 
the bellcranks at any single. Speed rate, and by 
which all of Said toggles are connected to sub 
levers 3 between their fulcrum and pivots29 at 
constant leverage ratio points affording an 
identical purchase . of all toggles on said sub 
levers. The aforesaid principle now Will be de 
scribed with particular reference to the type 
Writer shown in the drawings wherein the toggles 
exert a pulling action on the sub-levers to impart 
printing strokes to the type bars. 
The link pivots 49 constitute the movable 

anchors of the toggles, and the link pivots 48 
constitute the hinge pivots connecting the toggle 
arms, which arrins in turn comprise the links 4 
and the bellcrank arms:46, respectively. Arms 
46 have a cominon fixedly located pivotal anchor 
which comprises the bellcrankfucium rod 44 and 
is parallel to, and forward of, the fulcrum rod 
3 of the sub-levers 39. The axes of the pivots 
69 all lie on a cylindrical locus which is the 
periphery of an imaginary cylinder C whose axis 
is coincident, With that of the bellcrank fullgrun 
rod 44. The pivots 49 normally lie on said locus 
at points between the sub-levers and bellcranks 
where the respective constant leverage arcs for 
the graduated sub-levers 30 intersect said locus, 
Said arcs being struck about the sub-lever full 
crun rod 3 and some of them being indicated 
by the reference letter A in Fig. 7. In the ma 
chine shown, a constant leverage ratio of a frac 
tion under 3 to 1 is selected as desirable, but of 
course a different ratio could be provided. 
The link pivots 48, or hinge pivots of the tog 

gles, are all located on a second cylindrical locus 
which is the periphery of a second imaginary 
cylinder C2 whose axis also is coincident with 

To provide 
pull toggles, the radius of the cylinder C2 is 
smaller than that of cylinder C. Pivots 43 are 
located on the locus or cylinder periphery C2 at 
the points where straight lines of equal length 
will connect the axes of each pair of pivots 48-49, 
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By this arrangement, the effective lengths of all 
links 4 are identical and the effective lengths of 
all arms & 6 are identical. Also the toggles will 
fold from congruent normal or starting condi 
tions to congruent actuated or final folded condi 
tions in actuating the Sub-levers 38 to impart 
printing strokes to the type barS. 
While an effective link length may be selected 

which is equal to the radial distance between the 
peripheries of the two cylinders C and C2, and 
thereby afford congruent toggles which normally 
are fully straightened and consequently normally 
would serve as anti-rebound toggle locks for the 
type bars, it is preferred to select a greater effec 
tive link ength, as shown, So that said Congru 
ent toggles will have congruent slightly folded 
normal conditions in which the hinge pivotS are 
displaced identical distances forward and upWard 
from straight lines connecting the movable and 
fixed anchorages of the respective toggles. The 
preferred normal condition of the toggles in 
proves the key touch. Pushing toggles could be 
provided according to the same principle by, for 
example, using a greater radius for cylinder C2 
than for cylinder C, or by locating the axis 44 
of these cylinders behind axis 3i, as Will be obvi 
ous from the above explanation of the embodi 
ment of the principle in the typewriter illustrated 
in the dra WingS. 
A further important feature of the invention 

resides in the arrangement of the key levers, the 
bellcrank arms 46a, 3b, 8c and A6d, the links 
58, and the link pivots 5 and 52 in accordance 
With a principle now to be described. These 
parts are so arranged that the links 59 and pivots 
5 and 52, and the portions of the key levers 
extending from link pivots to the key level 
fulcrum rod 3 afford four sets or groups of tog 
gles, one for each bank of keys, to actuate the 
bellcrank arms & 6a, 66b, 6c and 36d to impart 
printing strokes to the type bars. On the down 
strokes of their acting keys these toggles act with 
rearward and downward pulling actions on the 
bellcrank arms to which they are connected. 
Each toggle includes a link SC and that portion 
of a key lever which extends from the key lever 
ficrum to the link pivot 5, the link 56 forming 
one arm of the toggle, said key lever portion 
forming the other arm of the toggle, the pivot 
5 forming the hinge pivot of the toggle, the 
pivot 52 forming the movable anchor of the tog 
gle, and the key lever fulcrum rod 3i forming a 
fixedly located pivotal anchor for all of the tog 
gles and lying parallel to the bellcrank fulcrum 
rod it. 
The parts forming the said four sets of actu 

atting toggles for the bellcranks are arranged. So 
that, the links 5th form toggle arms of identical 
effective length, that said key lever portions form 
toggle arms of identical effective length, and that 
all those toggles connected to keys in the same 
key bank are congruent toggles which have Con 
gruent slightly folded normal or starting Condi 
tions and which fold farther to congruent actu 
ated or final conditions on the down strokes of 
the keys. The arrangement further is such that, 
although the lengths of the key levers vary in 
accordance with the banks in which are located 
the keys they carry, depression key Strokes of like 
extent, like force and like speed will rock the 
bellcranks through ike angles at like Speeds and 
like rates of acceleration to effect complete print 
ing strokes of the type bars, and that all of the 
keys will offer the same gradually increasing 
resistance to depression. 
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8 
To the attainment of the ends just above set 

forth, all of the pivots 5 are connected to the key 
levers of the four banks 35a, 35b, 35c and 35d. 
so as to be equidistant from the key lever fulcrum 
rod 3 and normally to be in axial alignment 
across the machine. All of the pivots 52 have 
their axes normally located on a locus which is 
the periphery of an imaginary cylinder C3 (Fig. 
6) whose axis is the axial line in which the pivots 
5 normally are located. This locus intersects 
four constant leverage arcSA (Fig. 6) which are 
of different radii and are Struck about the axis 
of the bellcrank fulcrum rod 44. There is thus 
one of said arcs for each bank of keys. 
The links 53 connected to the first bank key 

avers 33d have their pivots 52 connected to the 
bellcrank arms 46a to Swing in that one of the 
arcs. At having the shortest radius, the links 50 
connected to the second bank key levers 33b have 
their pivots 52 connected to the bellcrank arms 
isit to Swing in the next succeeding one of the 
arcs Ai, the links 53 connected to the third bank 
key levers 35c nave their pivots 52 connected to 
bellcrank arians 46c to Swing in the next succeed 
ing One of the arcs Ai, and the links connect 
ed to the fourth bank key levers 33d have their 
pivots 52 connected to the bell crank arms 86d 
to Swing in arc A. having the longest radius. 

All toggles of any group connected to key levers 
carrying keys in the same bank thus have con 
grueit slightly folded or downwardly broken nor 
mal or starting conditions, the toggles in the 
group connected to the first bank or longest key 
leve;rs being indi'inally folded more than those in 
the other three groups, the extent of normal fold 
decreasiing fron group to group of toggles con 
nected to the second, third and fourth bank key 
lever's S55, 35c and 35d in the order just recited. 
The toggle hinge pivots 5 are each carried down 
Wal'd and rear Ward upon depression of its con 
lected key lever on a cylindrical locus which is 
the periphery of an imaginary cylinder C4 (Fig. 
6) whose axis is coincident with that of key lever 
fulcrurn rod 3f, the extent of such movement be 
ing the same for all toggles connected to any 
One bank of key levers, and being east for first 
bank key levers and increasing from bank to 
bank for the second, third and fourth bank key 
levers. he additionally folded final or actuated 
conditions of all toggles of any group connected 
to key levers of the Saine bank are congruent but 
the extent of added folding varies with the key 
lever banks to which the group of toggles are 
Conilected, being least for the toggles connected 
to first bank key levers and increasing from key 
lever bank to key lever bank for toggles con 
nected to the second, third and fourth bank key 
levers. 
By the above-described arrangement the key 

purchase on the bellcranks through the medium 
of the bellcrank actuating toggles progressively 
decreases on the down strokes of the keys since 
the links 5 on said strokes move nearer into 
parallelism with the bellcrank arms to which they 
are pivoted. The key purchase on the bellcranks 
through the Inedium of said toggles also is the 
Sane for all keys regardless of the banks in which 
they are located, since the toggle purchase on the 
bellcrankS varies for each bank of licey levers in 
direct proportion to relative lengths of the key 
levers of different banks, such toggle purchase be 
ing least for the first bank, or longest, key levers 
and increasing for the second, third and fourth 
bank key levers. 
From the foregoing description it will be ob 
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Served that, as indicated in Figs. 3 and 4, a full 
depression of any type key at a constant rate Will 
actuate the Sub-lever 30 connected to said key, 
and consequently the type bar connected to that 
Sub-lever, at a speed which accelerates through 
out said key depression. It also will be observed 
that the rear portion of the actuated key lever 
acts through the connected link 53 to impart an 
accelerated throw to thc connected bellcrank, and 
that this acceleration is greatly augmented by 
the accelerating action of the arm 46 of the bell 
crank and the link A. Which connects it to the 
sub-lever 30. This compound, or two-stage, a 3 
celeration assures a high speed type impact even 
for a relatively slow and easy depression of the 
key and thus enhances, the clarity of the type in 
pressions and permits the making of a maxiallm. 
number of good carbon copies with a minimum 
key depression effort. It further contributes to 
successful use of short key levers with short key 
dip, singe the extent, of angular drive of any sub 
lever 33 per equal increrasent of key dip is pro 
gressively and greatly augmented as its actuating 
key is depressed. As indicated in FigS. S. and 4, 
depression of a key at a constant rate and in, for 
example, four équal steps, will cause the actuated 
bellcrank to rock through four progressively in 
creasing steps and will cause the actuated sub 
lever 30 to rock through four still greater and 
progressively, increasing steps. The normal and 
final positions of the actions shown in Figs. 3 
and 4 are indicated respectively in full lines and 
in dotted lines, and the termini of the first, see 
Ond and third steps of movement of the key, bell 
crank and Sub-lever 30 are indicated by corre 
spondingly numbered short lines. 

Further features of the invention comprise the 
two Syterns of returning or retracting springs for 
the System of type bar actions, and the provisions 
for adjusting the normal tension of the springs 
of the two Systems. 

Different springs 53 of a system of helical ten 
Sion Springs of identical size, length and inherent 
power constitute the primary retraction Springs 
for the type bat actions. 
tend fore and aft of the machine parallel to the 
nedia fore-and-aft vertical plane of the ima 
chie, have their rear ends hooked in anchor 
holes is in the rearwardly inclined upstanding 
fange portion 5.5a of a spring anchor bar 55, and 
have thair forWai's ends hooked in anchor holes 
38 in the respective sub-levers 3 below the lat 
erally beat, upper goitions of the sub-levers. 
flange portion 550, it as an arcuate upper edge 
curved upwa,3'-dly from its middle to its ends with 
the holes 53 adjacent, said edge and equidistant 
ti£refron. The anchor holes 54 aii are located 
in one arc, and the anchor holes. 58 all are located 
in a Second arc. These arcs have the sane radii, 
lie respectively in planes P3 and FS (Fig. 7) 
pai'aillel to piane P, are concentric with the arc 
in which lie the pivots 29 at the upper ends of 
Sub-ieve's 36, and have their lowest points in the 
medial fore-and-aft vertical plane of the type 
writer. The two anchor holes 54, 56 for any one 
Spring 53 CCCupy like positions in the arcs in 
which the respective holes are located, the holes 
53 being Spaced according to the spacing of the 
lower portions of the Sio-evers 35. 
By the aforesaid arrangement of the system of 

springs 53, all of said identical springs have the 
Sane tension in the retracted positions of the 
type bar actions, have their anchor holes 55 

The springs 3 all ex 
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arranged to shift fron plane P4 to a second and 
parallel plane P5 (Fig. 7) through arcs of like 

chordal lengths to stretch the springs like ex 
tents on the printing strokes of the type bars, 
and have their anchor holes 56, arranged rela 
tively to the Sub-lever fulcrum rod 3 at con 
Stant leverage ratio points for application of like 
effective power to the sub-levers. On the print 
ing stroke of any type, bar, the stretching of the 
retracting spring 53 of the actuated type bar 
action is accelerated in direct proportion to the 
acceleration of the type bar So that.the acceler 
atted acquisition of kinetic energy by the type bar 
aids the stretching of the Spring in such manner 
that a Substantially constant resistance to key 
depression is offered by the spring which con 
tributes to ease and lightness of the key touch. 
While the spring anchor bar 55 may be fixed 

innovably to the main frame of the typewriter, 
it preferably is mounted for adjustment by the 
ineans shown into different selected positions to 
permit a typist to vary at will the normal key 
touch by varying simultaneously and uniformly 
the extent to which all of the springs S3 are 
stretched in the normal returned positions of the 
type bar actions. 
To permit such adjustment of the normal 

stretch of springs 53, the anchor bar 55 is sup 
ported for adjustment in a path which is normal 
to the planes P, P2, P3, P4 and P5 (Fig. 7) 
thereby to shift the spring anchors 54 , while 
finaintaining then in a plane parallel to the 
planes PA and P5 in which the spring anchors 56 
lie in the norinal and actuated conditions re 
Spectively of the type bar actions. To so support 
and adjust the anchor bar the following de 
SCribed inneans are provided, said means being 
shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 8 and set for minimum 
key touch. 

Extending fore and aft of the typewriter, and 
riveted, or otherwise fixed, to opposite ends of 
the anchor bar 55, are two end bars 57 having in 
their rear ends slots 58 which extend ornal to 
the planes P, P2, P3, PA and P5 (Fig. 7) and 
also to the plane of flange portion 5.5a of the 
anchor bar. The key lever fulcrum rod 3 ex 
tends through slots 58 to support the end bars 
5 at their rear ends to shift in the aforesaid path. 
To prevent lateral shifting of the slotted rear 
ends of the end bars, they are guided in slots 59 
(Fig. 2) in the key lever fulcrum bar 38. To 
Support the forward ends of the end bars to shift 
in said path, and to afford ready detachment of 
the anchor bar with its end bars, there is pro 
vided a rock shaft 66 which extends horizontally 
across the typeWriter and has reduced ends sa, 
and there are provided a pair of bearing bragkets 
6 which are fixed to the Sub-lever fulcrun bar 
32 and in which the reduced ends of said shaft 
are journalled, a pair of upstanding rock arms 62 
and 63 fixed to Said shaft, a pair of headed pivot 
Studs 64 fixed to Said rock arms equidistant from 
Said shaft, and a pair of real Wardly extending 
slots 65 in the forward ends of the end bars 57 
in which said Studs 64 are engaged. SlotS 58 and 
65 are open at the adjacent ends of the end bars 
5 to permit ready demounting of the anchor bar. 
The Springs 53 urge the anchor bar forward to 
Ilaintain the studs 64 at the rear ends of slots $5. 
The rock arms 62 and 63, and the headed studs 
64, prevent lateral shifting of the forward ends 
of the end bars Si of the anchor bar. The shaft 
is rockable to swing the rock arms .32 aid 63 
down Ward and rearward different distanceS fron 
their limit position shown in the drawings and 
to carry the studs 64 rearward and downward in 
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a path substantially parallel to slots 58 and Sub 
stantially normal to the planes Pi, P2, P3 and Pá. 
To enable the typist to rock the shaft and 

rock arms, and to latch then in different, Se 
lected positions to maintain the anchor bar in 
selectively adjusted positions, the left hand rock 
arm 62 is extended upward to a point adjacent 
the top of the typewriter and is formed at its 
upper end with a finger-piece or handle portion 
82a. This finger-piece extends through a fore 
and-aft slot 86 formed in a bracket 87, this 
bracket being fixed to the top portion of the left 
hand side plate f f of the main frainie. Arn 2 
is a sheet metal arm having sufficient inherent 
resilience to maintain finger-piece 62d releasably 
latched in any desired one of a series of notches 
formed in the bracket 67 along the right hand 
edge of Slot S, the bracket ShoWI having five 
notches with the setting indicating Inuimerals 1, 
2, 3, 4 and 5 provided on the bracket opposite the 
respective notches. Preferably, arm S2 is formed 
with a bent portion 62b which contacts the inner 
face of the main frame side plate if intermediate 
the bracket S and the Stud S4 which is carried 
by said arm. This arrangement permits resilient 
flexing of the portion of the arm 62 above said 
bent portion 32b to unlatch the finger-piece i2Cl 
Without straining or bending the end bar 5 with 
which said stud 64 on arm 62 is engaged. The 
end walls of slot 86 in bracket 6 are abuttable 
by the finger-piece to determine the limits of 
adjustment of anchor bar 35. In the position 
shown, the bar 55 is adjusted for light touch and 
anchors Springs 53 so that they are slightly 
stretched while the several type bar actions are : 
in norinal returned condition. 
The System of auxiliary type bar action re 

turning or retracting Springs 68 is provided to 
insure quick and full retraction of the key levers 
into contact with the key lever stop 3 and to 
inSure Enormal maintenance of contact of the key 
levers with the stop. The auxiliary springs 68 
are constructed, arranged and anchored as is now 
to be described for action of all of the springs 
with like effective force on the key levers and 
for Simultaneous and uniform adjustment to vary 
their effective force. For over-all lightness of 
key touch, it is preferable to use Springs 68 of a 
minimum force Suficient to slightly more than 
counterbalance the effect of gravity on the key 
levers. 
Springs 68 are helical coil springs all of the 

Sane Size, Strength and length. Each spring is 
hooked at one end in an anchor hole 69 in the 
key lever it is to return, and is hooked at its 
other end in one of a series of anchor holes 78 
in an adjustable Spring anchor bar 7. Anchor 
holes are arranged in a horizontal row across 
the typeWriter adjacent the upper edge of anchor 
bar and are Spaced in accordance with the 
Spacing of the key levers. The springs S3 ex 
tend downWard and rearward from holes () to 
holes 69. With the type bar actions all in nor 
inal position, the anchor holes 89 are so arranged 
that all holes 69 in key levers carrying keys in 
the Same bank are in axial register in a roW 
across the typewriter, but the four rows of holes 
for the four different banks of key levers 35a, 
35b, 3c and 35d are arranged progressively 
closer to the key lever fulcrum 3 in the just 
recited order of Said banks of key levers, as in 
dicated in Fig. 5. 

All four rows of holes 9, in the normal re 
turned condition of the system of type bar 
actions, are located on a cylindrical locus C3 
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(Fig. 5) the axis of which is the line on which 
the row of holes () is located. Said rows of 
holes 69 are equally spaced on said locus in di 
rect proportion to the respective effective lengths 
of the banks of key levers and are So located on 
said locus that a straight line can be drawn 
from the line of the row of holes which Will 
be normal to a chordal line of said locus and Will 
intersect the locus midway between the rows of 
holes 69 in the first and fourth bank key evers 
and midway between the rows of holes 63 in the 
second and third bank key levers. 

in the Inachine shown, the anchor bar ex 
tends across the typewriter between the key lever 
fulcrum bar 38 and the Sub-lever fulcrum bai' 
32 in a rearwardly tilted position affording a 
compact arrangement of these bars. While the 
anchor bar i may be fixedly supported in war 
ious ways, it preferably is Supported for slight 
adjustment of the position of the row of anchor 
holes 6 in a path at least Substantially normal 
to a chorda line of the locus of the rows of holes 
69 intersecting the two outermost roWS of holes 
69 which path will, of course, be normal to a 
chordal line of the locus intersecting the two 
innermost rows of holes 69. For this purpose the 
real Wardly tilted anchor bar is provided along 
its lower edge with a forwardly projecting flange 
Act, the straight front edge of Which is rockably 
seated in a horizontal groove or channel 2 
formed in the rear face of the Sub-ever fulcrum 
bar 32. Adjusting and retaining Screws 3 p.a.SS 
loosely through holes 7A in bar and are 
screwed into holes tapped into the fulcrum bal 
32 at the rear face of bar 32. By Screwing the 
screws 3 more or less into said holes, the anchoir 
bar may be rockably adjusted. Springs 68 Will 
maintain the anchor bar rocked against the 
heads of ScreWS 3. 
A further feature of the Systeia of type bar 

actions above described resides in the fact that, 
it affords means for imparting uniform Strokes 
to a straight universal bar for actuating a ribbol) 
vibrator. A -straight universal bar 5 depends 
from, and is fixed on, a rock shaft Whi2h is 
journalled at 72 in side plate and is jour 
nalled at 78 in a bracket, 3 fixed to side plate 
2. A rock arm 8 fixed on said shaft carries a 
universal bar return stop 8 which normally en 
gages a stop finger &2 on bracket T9. A universal 
bar return spring 83 is attached to a rock 21'In 
84 fixed on the shaft. The Spring normally holds 
the universal bar rocked into contact With the 
rounded upper ends A3e of the bellcrank ai'iiaS 
46 with stop 8: engaged with Stop finger 82. 
Rock alm 84 is connected by suitable linkage 
(shown in part at 85) to a ribbon vibratO1 (not 
shown) to actuate the vibrator at the type 
strokes. 
We clairn: 
1. In a typewriter, a type action comprising a 

pivoted front strike type bar, an upstanding 
sub-lever of the third class connected at its up 
per end to the type bar to swing the bar into 
printing and rest positions, a Sub-lever of the 
first, class forward of the third class Sub-lever, a 
fore and aft extending key lever of the Second 
ciass carrying its key at its forward end, Said 
sub-levers and key lever having their respective 
fulcrum axes extending horizontally acroSS the 
machine in parallelism, a link connecting the 
third class sub-lever between its ends With one 
arm of the first class sub-lever to form with Said 
arm a normally extended toggle arranged to fold 
to exert a continuously accelerating pull On the 
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third class Sub-lever throughout the printing 
Strokes of the type bar, and a link connecting 
the other arm of the first class sub-lever with the 
key lever forward of the key lever, fulcrum axis 
to form with Said key lever a key-carrying and 
normally extended toggle arranged to fold to 
exert both a continuously accelerating pull on 
Said other arm of the first class sub-lever and a 
continuously increasing resistance to downward 
rocking of the key lever throughout the print 
ing strokes of the type bar when the key of the 
key lever is depressed at a constant rate. 

2. In a typewriter, a type agtion conpirising a 
key lever extending forwardly from a transverse 
horizontal pivot, a first sub-lever having first, 
and Second arms extending from a pivot parallel 
to that of the key lever, a first link connected by 
tranSVerse horizontal pivots to the key ever and 
the first arm of Said first Sub-lever, a Second 
Sub-lever extending up:/ard from a pivot, be 
tween and parallel to those of the key lever and 
first Sub-lever, a Second link connected by trans 
Verse" horizontal pivots to the Second art of the 
first Sub-level and to the Second Sub-lever be 
tween the ends of the second Sub-lever, a front 
strike-type bar pivotally mounted in the type 
Writer and connected With the upper end of the 
Second Sub-lever to be SWung through a printing 
stroke of fixed length by downward rocking of 
the key lever, and spring means for restoring 
the aforesaid parts to a normal condition of l'est 
in moving fron which, into a condition in which 
the type bar is in printing position, the first link 
becomes decreasingly inclined to the key lever 
and increasingly inclined to the first arm of the 
first; Sub-lever while the second link becomes 
decreasingly inclined to the Second arm of the 
first Sub-lever. 

3. In a typewriter, a type action comprising 
a key lever and first and second sub-levers each 
rockable about a different one of three parallel 
horizontal fulcrum axes which extend trans 
versely of the typewriter, said first sub-lever hav 
ing first and Second arms and said Second Sub 
lever having a single and upstanding arm, a 
first link connected by horizontal trainSverse 
pivots to the key lever between the key and the 
fulcrum axis of the key lever and to the first 
arm of the first Sub-lever, a Second link CO 
nected by horizontal pivots to the second sub 
lever between the upper end and the fulcrum 
axis of that sub-lever and to the second arm of 
the first sub-lever, and a normally cumbent front 
strike pivoted type bar having a type carrying 
arm and a heel portion, a third link having a 
forward end pivotally connected to the upper 
end of the second sub-lever and a rear end pivot 
ally connected to the heel portion of the type 
bar, the pivots of the first link being So arranged 
that a normal inclination of said link to the key 
lever decreases and a normal inclination of Said 
link to the first arm of the first sub-lever in 
creases throughout printing strokes of the type 
bar in response to downward rocking movements 
of the key lever, and the pivots of the second 
link being so arranged that a normal inclina 
tion of said link to the second arm of the first 
suh-lever decreases throughout printing strokes 
of the type bar in response to downward rocking 
movements of the key lever. 
4. A typewriter, as claimed in claim 3, wherein 

the type bar carries lower and upper case type, 
and wherein means are provided for bodily case 
shifting the type bar relatively to said key lever 
and to the two sub-levers into positions for lower 
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and upper case typing, in both of which posi 
tions, the pivotal connection of the third link 
With the heel portion of the type bar is equidis 
tant from the pivotal connection of said link With 
the upper end of the Second Sub-lever. 

5. A typewriter having a system of type ac 
tions which comprises a system of type keys ar 
rayed acroSS the typewriter in a plurality of fore 
and aft Spaced and horizontal transverse rows, 
a system of key levers carrying said keys and 
extending rearward. to a common straight and 
horizontal transverse fulcrum axis, a system of 
sub-level's fulcrumed at one end of each Sub 
lever to rock about a common fulcrum axis par 
allel to that of the key levers, said sub-levers 
increasing in length from the middle to the sides 
of the Sub-lever System and having their other 
ends normally arrayed in an arc across the type 
writer, a system of pivoted type bars normally 
arrayed in an arc concentric with that of said 
other ends of the Sub-levers and connected with 
said ends for movement through like printing 
strokes to a common printing point, a system 
of congruent and parallel toggles extending from 
the sub-levers to a common fulcrum axis par 
allel to those of the key levers and sub-levers, 
Said toggles having hinge pivotS and anchoring 
pivots to the sub-levers which are equally spaced 
and respectively normally located on different 
ones of two cylindrical loci concentric with the 
toggle fulcrum axis, said anchoring pivots of Said 
toggles being connected to the sub-levers at uni 
form leverage points, and connections between 
the respective key levers and toggles for actuat 
ing the toggles to the same extent in Sub-lever 
accelerating direction by equal depressions of 
the respective keys to drive the respective type 
bars through complete printing strokes. 

6. A typewriter having a system of type ac 
tions which comprises a system of key levers ex 
tending forward from a straight and horizontal 
transverse fulcrum axis and Supporting their 
keys in fore and aft Spaced tranSVerse OWS, a 
System of normally cumbent and forwardly ex 
tending type bars pivotally supported in an 
arcuate array to strike upward and rearward 
through printing strokes of identical lengths to 
a common printing point, a System of upstand 
ing sub-levers of the third class extending up 
ward from a common fulcrum axis parallel to 
that of the key level's With their upper ends con 
nected with the type bars to drive the latter 
and normally arrayed concentrically with the 
array of type bars, a system of sub-levers of the 
first class having a common fulcrum axis als{ 
parallel to that of the key levers, a System of 
links each having a pivotal connection with Oile 
arm of a different one of the first class Sub 
levers and a pivotal connection at a constant 
leverage point with a different one of the third 
class sub-levers, the two pivotal connections of 
all of said links being equally Spaced and ar 
rainged on different ones of two cylindrical loci 
which are concentric with the fulcrum axis of the 
first class Sub-levers, and a Systern of links waii 

in different rows to the other aims of said first 
class Sub-levers to rock those sub-level's through 
angles of the same amplitude per unit depth of 
key depression. 

7. A typewriter having a system of front strike 
type actions comprising a system of key levers 
extending forward in the typewriter for a 
straight and horizontal transverse fulcrum axis 
and presenting fore and aft Spaced horizontal 
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rows of keys parallel to said axis, a system of 
upstanding sub-levers of progressively increas 
ing heights from the middle to the sides of the 
System and having a horizontal fulcrum axis at 
their lower ends parallel to and for Ward of that 
of the key levers, a system of pivoted front strike 
type bars connected with the upper ends of the 
sub-levers to be swung through printing strokes 
of identical amplitude by forward movements of 
the upper ends of the sub-levers through arcs 
of identical chordal amplitude, a system of con 
gruent toggles radiating from a fixedly located 
fulcrum axis parallel to and forward of those 
of the key levers and sub-levers to pivotal Con 
nections with said sub-levers located at uniforn 
everage points on the Sub-leverS and On a Cy 
lindrical locus concentric with said fulcrum axis 
of the toggles, all of said toggles normally being 
identically and substantially fully straightened, 
and means connecting the key levers and toggles 
for folding of the toggles identical extents by 
identical depression strokes of the keyS. 

8. A typewriter, as claimed in claim 7, where 
in the means connecting the key lever's aid tog 
gles includes means for equalizing the initial 
purchase on the toggles of keys in different key 
OWS. 
9. A typewriter, as claimed in claim 8, where 

in the means connecting the key leverS and tog 
gles further includes means to progressively de 
crease the key purchase on the toggles thirough 
the depression strokes of the keys. 

10. A typewriter having a system of front strike 
type actions comprising a system of upstand 
ing sub-levers having their upper ends arranged 
in an arc which curves upwardly froin the mid 
de toward the sides of the typewriter and haw 
ing at their lower ends a common straight, and 
horizontal transverse fulcrum axis, a System of 
pivoted front strike type bars connected with 
the upper ends of the sub-levers to be SWung 
through printing strokes of identical amplitude 
by forward in ovements of the upper ends of the 
Sub-levers through arcs of identical chordal ann 
plitude, a System of congruent toggles each hav- . 
iing first and Second members connected by a 
hinge pivot, the first members of the toggles 
having a fixediy located common fulcruin axis 
forward of and parallel to that of the sub-levers 
and having extensions forward of their fulcrum 
axis, the Second members of the toggles having 
pivotal connections to the Sub-levers at uniform 
leverage points on the sub-levers which normal 
ly are located on a cylindrical locus concentric 
with the fulcrum axis of the first toggle mem 
bers, the hinge pivots of the toggles normally be 
ing located on a second smaller cylindrical locus 
concentric with the first mentioned locus, a sec 
Ond System of congruent toggles having pivotal 
connections at one end to said extensions of the 
first toggle members of the other system of tog 
gles and extending rearward therefrom to a com 
mon fixedly located fulcrum axis parallel to that 
of Said first members of the other system of 
toggles, and a system of type keys carried each 
by a different toggle of said second system of 
toggles for folding the latter toggles as the keys 
are depressed. 

11. A typewriter, as claimed in claim 10, in 
Which the keys are arranged in fore and aft 
Spaced straight and horizontal rows, and where 
in the pivotal connections of the toggles of the 
Second toggle System with said extensions of the 
first toggle members of the other toggle system 
are arranged to decrease the normal initial pur 
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chase of said toggles on said extensions in a C 
cordance with the increase of the distance of the 
key rows from the rear one to the front one of 
Said rows from the fulcrum axis of the toggles 
of the second system and also to progressively 
decrease the initial toggle purchase on Said ex 
teasions throughout depression strokes of the 
keys. 

12. A typewriter having a system of front strike 
type actions comprising a system of first, Sec 
Ond, third and fourth bank key levers of the sec 
Ond class, a System of fore and aft extending 
Sub-levers of the first class, a system of upstand 
ing Sub-levers of the third class increasing in 
height from the middle to the ends of the sys 
tein, InneanS affording connon Straight and hori 
ZOntal transverse fulcrum axes for the three le 
Vel' SysteinS with the axis for the System of up 
Standing Sub-levers intermediate those for the 
key levers and the fore and aft extending sub. 
levers, a first System of links of identical lengths 
having pivotal connections with the upstand 
ing Sub-levers and the rear arms of the fore and 
aft extending Sub-levers, the pivotal connections 
of Said links with the upstanding sub-levers be 
ing located at uniform leverage points on said 
Sub-level's and on a cylindrical locus concentric 
With the axis of the fore and aft, extending sub 
levers, the pivotal connections of said links 
With the rear arms of the fore and aft extend 
ing Sub-levers being located on a smaller and 
Concentric cylindrical locus, a second system of 
links of identical lengths having normally axial 
ly aligned pivotal connections with all of the 
key levers and having pivotal connections with 
the forward arms of the fore and aft extending 
Sub-liever'S which normally are axially aligned for 
those links connected to any one bank of key 
level's but which normally are located at dis 
tances from the fulcrum axis of the fore and aft 
extending Sub-levers which increase for links 
connected to each bank of key levers following 
the first bank, and a system of pivoted front 
Strike type bars connected with the upper ends 
of the upstanding Sub-levers to be swung through 
printing strokes by depression strokes of the key 
levels. 

i3. A typewriter, as claimed in claim 12, where. 
in the type bars are connected to the upstanding 
Sub-levers by links of like lengths, and wherein 
the System of type bars is mounted for case shift 
ing movements relatively to the three lever sys 
tens. 

14. A typeWriter, as claimed in claim 12, where 
in the two Systems of sub-levers and the two 
Systems of links both extend across the type 
Writer and below the system of type bars, the 
fulcrum axis of the key levers extends across 
the typewriter and below the system of type bars, 
and the keys of the four banks of key levers ex 
tend in rows across the typewriter adjacent the 
System of type bars. 

15. A typeWriter, as claimed in claim 12, hav 
ing a System of type action returning springs of 
like lengths and power anchored at one end to 
the upstanding sub-levers at uniform leverage 
points on Said Sub-levers and normally extend. 
ing parallel to each other, and also having means 
stationarily anchoring the other ends of said 
Springs, the anchored ends of the system of 
Springs normally lying in two parallel planes. 

16. A typewriter, as claimed in claim 15, hav 
hand lever adjustable means for shifting the 
plane of the stationarily anchored ends of the 
Springs toward and from the plane of the other 
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anchored ends of the Springs and in a path nor 
nai to the latter plane. 

17. A typewriter, as claimed in claim 16, hav 
ing for the key levers a system of counterbal 
ancing springs of like length and power Which 
are stationarily anchored on a line parallel to 
the fulcrum axis of the key levers and are an 
chored to the respective banks of key levers at 
points on a cylindrical locus concentric with Said 
line, the Spring anchor points to the key levers 
of different banks approaching the key lever 
axis in order from the first to the fourth bank 
key levers. 

18. In a typewriter, a system of front Strike 
pivoted type bai's supported for identical print 
ing strokes from normally cumbent positions in 
an arcuate array of said bars that rises toward 
the sides of the machine, a system of type key 
iewers extending rearward from a multiple row 
keyboard to a straight and horizontal trans 
verse key lever fulcrum axis, a first system of 
Sub-eyers upstanding from a fulcrum axis par 
allel to that of the key levers and having their 
upper ends arrayed in an arc concentric With 
that of the type bar array, means connecting 
the upper ends of said sub-levers with the type 
bars to swing the type bars through printing 
strokes and return strokes, a second system of 
sub-levers having front and rear arms extending 
from a fulcrum axis forward of and parallel to 
that, of the first System of Sub-levers, a System 
of links having identically spaced horizontal piv 
otal connections with the upstanding sub-levers 
and the rear arms of the other Sub-levers, Said 
pivotal connections being located on two cylin 
drical loci which are of different diameters and 
are concentric with the fulcrum axis of the Sec 
ond system of sub-levers, the pivotal connections 
with the upstanding Sub-levers being located on 
the iocus of greater diameter and at unifornia 
everage affording points on said upstanding sub 
levers, connections between the key levers and 
the forward arms of the Second System of Sub 
levers for rocking said arms downward by depres 
sion strokes of the key levers, the rear arms of i: 
the second system of key levers being of iden 
tical size and shape and normally being in reg 
ister across the typeWriter, and a straight uni 
versai bar extending across Said identical Sub 
lever arms and supported for actuation by Said 
arms on depression strokes of the key levers. 

19. A typewriter having a System of type ac 
tions comprising a system of upstanding sub 
levers rockable about a common Straight hori 
Zontal fulcrum axis which extends transversely 
of the typewriter with the upper ends of the sub 
levers normally arrayed in an arc which curves 
upwardly toward opposite sides of the typewriter, 
a system of pivoted front strike type bars con 
nected with the upper ends of the Sub-levers to 
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18 
be swung through printing strokes of identical 
amplitude by forward movements of the upper 
ends of said sub-levers through arcs of identical 
chordal amplitude, a system of congruent par 
allel toggles extending from a common fixed full 
crun axis which is forward of and parallei to 
that of the Sub-levers to pivotal anchorages 
which are located at uniform leverage points on 
the respective Sub-levers, said toggles normally 
being in identically extended conditions in 
Which their hinges are located on one cylindri 
Cal locus Concentric with the toggle fulcrum axis 
and their anchorages to the sub-levers are lo 
cated on a second and concentric cylindrical 
locus of larger radius, and a System of depres 
Sible keys connected with the respective toggles 
to Swing the toggle hinges upwardly and for 
Wardly about the toggle fulcrum axis on the de 
preSSion strokes of the keys to impart printing 
Strokes to the type bars. 

20. A typewriter having a system of type ac 
tions comprising a system of upstanding sub 
levers rockable about a common straight hori 
Zontal fulcrum axis which extends transversely 
of the typewriter, said sub-levers having their 
upper ends normally arrayed in an arc which 
curves upwardly toward opposite sides of the 
typewriter, a system of pivoted front strike type 
bars connected with the upper ends of the Sub 
levers to be swung through printing strokes of 
identical amplitude by forward movements of 
the upper ends of said Sub-levers through arcs 
of identical chordal amplitude, a system of con 
gruent and parallel toggles having a common 
fixed fulcrum axis parallel to the sub-lever axis, 
Said toggies normally being identically and sub 
stantially full straightened and having pivotal 
anchorages to the sub-levers at uniform lever 
age points on the respective sub-levers which 
normally lie on a cylindrical locus which is con 
centric with the fixed fulcrum axis of the toggles, 
a Systern of key levels which extend forward 
from a fixed fulcrum axis parallel to that of 
the toggles and Support a plurality of fore and 
aft spaced rows of keys at the front of the type 
Writer, and a system of individual connections 
between the key levers and toggles for folding 
the toggles identical extents at identical acceler 
ating Speed rates by depression strokes of the 
keys of identical extents and identical constant 
Speed rates. 
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